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One had read often of a wall of mountains ; but the spec-
tacle is far less common than the phrase, since our domesti-
cated mountain-ranges are a little apt to huddle together
with a faint air of apology for any inconvenience that they
may cause. A wall of mountains on the sky is a rare
spectacle. Moreover, the approach to other mountains is
gradual, and the main range lurks discreetly out of sight,
screened by a line of modest foothills that need occasion no
alarm. But that is not the Andine way ; for the whole
mountain-barrier is exposed to view in one stupendous
panorama. Two hundred miles from end to end, the
mountains climb along the sky. The green carpet of the
plain ends suddenly in a brown line of foothills, etched
against the white behind them ; next, the snow mountains
stand ranged in order from the great shoulder of Tupungato
far to the south along the line of summits, where the Andes
go marching northward to Peru ; and, behind all, the mount-
ing walls of the great fortress climb towards the central keep
of Aconcagua, For the Cordillera of the Andes is a gigantic
exercise in military architecture. First, a line of outworks
rising sharply from the plain; then the brown redoubts
of the foothills climbing steadily towards the main defences;
and, last of all, the freezing bastions on the sky that look
down into Chile. The mountains wait in line, watched by
respectful villages among the vineyards in the plain ; and
as the great wall of the Andes stands there in the sunshine,
you cannot turn your eyes away.
Ill
It might seem superfluous to dramatise the Ancles; for
what human touch could possibly increase the impact of that
tremendous spectacle ? A lonely tower would be merely
laughable, and the customary device of a frail bridge span-
ning a dark chasm could aclcl nothing to the drama of that
silent wall of mountains. Yet a reckless artist has gripped
the theme and, luck or genius assisting, subdued his mutin-
ous material with an astonishing result.

